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Abstract

Network virtualization emerges as a revolutionary transformation for network

operation pattern, which potentially benefits Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) access net-

work by overcoming the bottleneck of joint wireless and optical resource alloca-

tion. On one hand, the heterogeneity between optical and wireless subnetworks

that has posed severe challenges on the global optimization of FiWi can be

tackled using network virtualization by shielding their physical differences. On

the other hand, the flexible nature of resource scheduling in FiWi provides an

opportunity for Infrastructure Provider (InP) to obtain high profit in the pro-

cess of Virtual Network Embedding (VNE). In this paper, we highlight the

VNE problem in FiWi access network. The wireless channel allocation algo-

rithm and dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm in FiWi are put forward,

based on which the Integer Liner Programming (ILP) model of VNE problem

in FiWi access network is formulated mathematically where a practical model

of Virtual Network (VN) is focused by endowing each VN with a unique QoS

satisfaction requirement. Moreover, aiming at maximizing InP profit, a QoS

satisfaction aware VNE algorithm is designed and then improved by network
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reconfiguration mechanisms that enable the reconfiguration of not only virtual

networks but also substrate network. Simulation results demonstrate that our

proposed algorithms are effective in achieving higher VN acceptance ratio as

well as InP profit. Furthermore, the mobility in network virtualization is ana-

lyzed in company with suggested solutions for virtualized FiWi access network.

Comprehensive designs will be addressed in future work.

Keywords: Fiber-Wireless access network, network virtualization, virtual

network embedding, QoS satisfaction, network reconfiguration.

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing data rate in transport network and varieties of emerg-

ing applications make access network the bottleneck for high-speed and flexible

service providing to end users. Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) access network [1, 2, 3]

has been acknowledged as one of the promising solutions against this challenge.5

However, the heterogeneity between optical subnetwork (Passive Optical Net-

work, PON) and wireless subnetwork (Wireless Mesh Network, WMN) ossifies

FiWi in terms of global network management and resource optimization. Net-

work virtualization [4, 5, 6] that decouples traditional Internet Service Provider

(ISP) into Service Provide (SP) and Infrastructure Provider (InP) for the pur-10

pose of providing customized services to users and managing the resources of

Substrate Network (SN), respectively, is a revolutionary transformation for net-

work operation pattern. Particularly, network virtualziation provides FiWi with

the potential benefits to overcome the bottleneck of joint wireless and optical

resource allocation through shielding their physical differences. The key issue of15

network virtualization is to embed Virtual Network (VN) requests of SPs onto

the common SN managed by InP, that is, Virtual Network Embedding (VNE)

as shown in Fig. 1[7, 8, 9]. However, the implementation of network virtualiza-

tion on FiWi encounters a new challenge in resource allocation pattern of SN.

To be specific, in virtualized FiWi access network, the bandwidth of substrate20

links has to be pre-determined in order to support VNE rather than allocat-
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ing bandwidth according to dynamic traffic profile; therefore, it is necessary to

design novel SN resource allocation schemes to make VNE feasible and achieve

the global optimization of network resource.

Internet
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Figure 1: VNE Framework of FiWi access network.

The VNE problem has been proved to be NP-hard [10] due to large scale25

resource constraints. Thus, varieties of heuristic algorithms have been proposed

to map VNs onto SN targeting to gain maximum InP profit. However, ex-

isting constraints cannot comprehensively formulate the VN requests in real

world which are born with different requirements of Quality of Service (QoS)

satisfaction; therefore, it is necessary to equip each VN with a customized QoS30

satisfaction requirement to reflect its tolerability of QoS decline, such that InP

could provide more flexible volume of resource to VNs according to their actual

demands instead of satisfying the peak-hour resource demand. As a result, the

resource utilization of SN will be increased.

Most of prior VNE approaches were operated in two stages, i.e., virtual35

node and link embedding stages, which tended to endow virtual nodes with

comprehensive weights in the first stage to benefit subsequent link embedding.

However, it is difficult to determine a weight that coordinates perfectly multiple

factors like resource capacity, delay and load balancing. Thus, the one-stage

embedding where virtual nodes and links are embedded simultaneously were40

proposed. Nevertheless, existing one-stage VNE algorithms were mostly carried

out from perspective of graph theory, which ignored the practical characteristics
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of SN. Specifically, in FiWi access network, the flexibility of channel reallocation

in WMN and bandwidth reallocation in both PON and WMN provides potential

opportunities for InP to reconfigure its resource to obtain more profit.45

Thanks to the flexible feature of resource scheduling in FiWi, additional

network reconfiguration methods, i.e., SN bandwidth reallocation and channel

reallocation, are promising ways to optimize network resource distribution on

the basis of existing VN reconfiguration. Note that the channel reallocation is

supposed to frequently change the channels of wireless radio interfaces, while50

the bandwidth reallocation only changes the scheduling of working time slots

among different substrate links. Moreover, SN bandwidth reallocation has no

influence on the embedding of existing VNs. Thus, it is preferable to be executed

compared with VN reconfiguration and SN channel reallocation. Furthermore,

SN channel reconfiguration exerts the highest implementation complexity due55

to its additional cost (time and operation) brought by configuring hardware,

which was overlooked in related work.

In addition, the mobility management plays an important role in wireless

networks to ensure the QoS of end users, which is supposed to be handled by

the SPs under the network virtualization scenario. However, the colony-level60

mobility of a group of users results in the mobile virtual nodes, which poses

challenges for InP to execute the online embedding. Nevertheless, centralized

control manner in network virtualization makes it possible to obtain globally

optimal management while taking node mobility into consideration. The op-

portunities and challenges need to be analyzed.65

In this paper, we emphasize on the VNE problem in virtualized FiWi access

network where each VN request with customized nodes and links constraints

will be mapped onto SN with the objective of maximizing InP profit. Our

contributions are as follows:

• We innovatively propose Wireless Channel Allocation algorithm based on70

Breadth first search (WCAB) and Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation algo-

rithm in FiWi (DBAF) to enable VNE and facilitate SN reconfigurations.
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• We design the VN model to make it more practical by considering different

QoS satisfaction requirements of VNs, based on which, we formulate the

Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model of VNE in FiWi to achieve the75

optimization of network resource allocation.

• We put forward a novel heuristic algorithm that supports dynamic VN

requests to realize the QoS satisfaction aware VNE with reasonable com-

putational complexity on the basis of the basic QoS aware VNE algorithm

in our prior work [11]. The channel allocation is adopted in this paper for80

the VNE optimization compared with [11]. Thus, totally three network

reconfiguration operations, i.e., SN bandwidth reallocation, VN reconfigu-

ration and SN channel reallocation are implemented selectively to achieve

a higher VN acceptance ratio.

• We introduce a channel reallocation threshold to mitigate the implemen-85

tation complexity of channel reallocation in SN and make a proper com-

promise between effortless network reconfiguration and high InP profit.

• We discuss the mobility of both end users and virtual nodes, propose the

management framework based on zooming and virtual cells for virtual

nodes with low and high mobilities respectively in virtualized FiWi access90

network, and analyze the opportunities and challenges as a primer for

future investigations.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. After reviewing the

related work in Section II, the initial resource allocation mechanisms including

WCAB and DBAF are proposed in Section III for the channel allocation in95

WMN and the bandwidth allocation in FiWi, respectively. As the resource

allocation framework shown in Fig. 2, the problem of VNE considering different

QoS satisfaction requirements of VNs is formulated as an ILP model, that is,

ILP-Q in Section IV. Moreover, the QoS satisfaction aware VNE algorithm

(VNE-Q) together with the network reconfiguration mechanisms, i.e., VNE-R,100

is put forward in Section V where WCAB and DBAF will be utilized to optimize
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physical resource distribution so as to obtain more InP profit. In addition,

mobility managements for mobile users and virtual nodes are also discussed in

Section V. Furthermore, simulation is implemented in Section VI to analyze the

performance of the VNE-R. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.105
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Figure 2: Resource allocation framework.

2. Related Work

2.1. FiWi Access Network and its Virtualization

The integration of optical and wireless access networks has shown a paramount

importance on improving the performance of networks. On one hand, taking the

optical network as the backhaul of front-end Radio Access Network (RAN) or as110

the wireless fronthaul directly can realize the performance guarantee of emerging

applications. For example, in [12], a small-cell-compatible Wavelength-Division

Multiplexing-Frequency-Division Multiplexing (WDM-FDM)-based bidirectional

mobile fronthaul network was designed to handle the increased number of con-

nected cells with higher flexibility and lower latency in 5G system. Authors in115

[13] utilized Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) links for the interconnection of Wireless
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Sensor Network (WSN). Two Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols were

designed for the WSN-RoF architecture to improve the round-trip propagation

delay of optical links and deal with the existence of collision domains. Au-

thors in [14] exploited RoF technology in 5G back and fronthaul applications to120

achieve the high capacity network transportation, enabling flexible management

for services with high fidelity. On the other hand, the flexibly deployed wireless

devices enable fibers more elastic resource managements. In [15], authors de-

veloped optimal network planning strategies to achieve survivable hybrid FiWi

networks. The backup fiber deployment cost was saved due to the use of wireless125

routing thanks to the ubiquitous wireless coverage of end users.

Furthermore, FiWi access network witnesses a wide implementation in 5G

system, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) and Internet of Things (IoT) etc.. For

instance, the combination of PON and advanced wireless access networks was

applied in [16] for the efficient local data exchange. Each wireless end device130

was associated with one (symmetric association) or two Optical Network Units

(ONUs, asymmetric association) for the data uploading and downloading. The

Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models were formulated to mini-

mize weighted number of packet transmitted, such that packets were inclined to

be transmitted through one ONU other than by OLT (two ONUs), which led to135

extra delay. In order to achieve the fiber speed in wireless network, authors in

[17] proposed an ultra-small floor-integrated cells system to establish short-reach

communication. By applying a scalable ultra-high density wireless connectivity,

the effect of interference was reduced and the full frequency reuse in wireless do-

main was achieved. It was evaluated that a 100 Gbps wireless throughput could140

be reached. Authors in [18, 19] explored the possibilities of empowering inte-

grated FiWi access networks to offer MEC capabilities, which drives the need for

highly localized services within RANs in close proximity to mobile subscribers.

Enhanced resource management policies were proposed to improve the offload

delay, response time efficiency, and battery life of edge devices. The underlying145

FiWi dynamic bandwidth allocation was incorporated in offloading activities to

achieve the joint optimization. In [20], authors leveraged converged FiWi ac-
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cess networks to design a shared communication infrastructure supporting both

IoT applications and traditional services. Given the paramount importance of

energy efficiency in both IoT and access networks, the possibilities and poten-150

tial challenges of designing and implementing power-saving mechanisms were

discussed to prolong battery life of IoT devices.

Based on above promising applications of FiWi, the joint optical and wireless

resource allocation has been investigated. To address the dynamic nature of the

network traffic, authors in [21] presented a bandwidth allocation policy which155

applied an efficient weighted-based, QoS-aware scheduling in FiWi networks

with fairness support. Optimization of multiple dimensional resources including

radio, optical and Baseband Unit (BBU) processing was considered in [22, 23,

24] for service provisioning in Cloud Radio over Fiber Network (C-RoFN) to

enhance the responsiveness to dynamic end-to-end user demands and globally160

optimize multi-stratum resources effectively. However, the resource allocation

policy taking both radio frequency and link bandwidth into consideration has

not been touched in network virtualization.

The advantages of flexibility, heterogeneity, security and scalability endow

network virtualization with the widespread application value and prospect. Par-165

ticularly, virtualized FiWi access network enables a more flexible resource al-

location, a shorter traffic delay and a more convenient network management.

A general virtualized FiWi access network framework with three layers, i.e.,

physical layer, virtual layer and VN layer was proposed in [25, 26]. It has been

proved that the Round-Trip Time (RTT) in FiWi was reduced exploiting net-170

work virtualization and the bandwidth utilization was improved owing to the

centralized resource management. Authors in [27] stressed the load balancing

problem in virtualized FiWi access network. Two modified weight round robin

algorithms were proposed to cope with the delay-ensured voice traffic and the

bandwidth-sensitive video traffic respectively to achieve lower traffic delay and175

higher network resource utilization. Generally speaking, most of these works

focused on improving network performance in terms of resource utilization and

traffic delay while ignoring the key issue in virtualized FiWi access network, i.e.,
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the VNE problem.

2.2. Two-stage VNE Algorithms180

The comparison of VNE mechanisms in the literature is shown in Table 1.

The VNE problem that can be formulated as ILP models [28, 29, 30] has been

proved to be NP-hard. And VNE algorithms were carried out from two per-

spectives, i.e., two-stage and one-stage VNEs. In the two-stage VNE, all the

nodes in a VN are embedded preferentially, followed by the virtual links em-185

bedding utilizing Dijkstra, k-shortest, or multi-commodity flow approaches. In

terms of node embedding, greedy algorithms were mostly proposed with spe-

cific node weights that tried to take the possibility of successful link embedding

into account. The simplest and most straightforward metric for node ranking is

the residual CPU capacity [31, 32, 33]. Apart from that, the neighbor resource190

availability which was formulated as a combination of node CPU capacity and

sum of bandwidth capacity on its neighbor links was linked to virtual nodes in

[34, 35]. And similarly, the node potential which was introduced from field the-

ory and the General Resource Capacities (GRC) were regarded as node weights

in [36, 37] respectively. Moreover, the availability of backup resource, the mean195

shortest path length among the nodes and the network connectivity were con-

sidered for the node ranking to minimize the chance of not finding a solution

[38]. Redundant backup resource was allocated to confirm the Service Level

Agreements (SLAs) during physical failures in the infrastructure. In [39], the

node ranking was operated based on the CPU capacity and the accumulative200

distance from candidate nodes to all the substrate nodes selected. Moreover,

motivated by the fact that most VNs operate on long-term basis and have the

characteristics of periodic resource demands, the VNs were embedded accord-

ing to their periodic resource demands and the prediction method was proposed

to allow resource sharing among VNs. Authors in [40] introduced a new link205

interference metric for each link to quantify the interference caused by its band-

width scarcity to accept VN requests. And then an Interference-based VNE

(I-VNE) algorithm was proposed. The link interference was considered for the
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node ranking, which was proved to be uniqueness. By jointly considering the

temporal and spatial topology information of networks, I-VNE tried to embed210

each VN request with low interference to avoid rejecting future requests. In

[41], five important network topology attributes and global network resources

were considered altogether for the node ranking. That is, node degree, node

strength (i.e., sum of all adjacent link bandwidth), distance between two nodes,

node farness (i.e., the sum of its shortest distances to all the other nodes) and215

closeness (i.e., the reciprocal of farness of a node) and link interference. The

node storage demand was taken into account in [42], and a three-dimension (i.e.,

computing, network and storage) VNE model was proposed. Two node ranking

measurements were considered, one of which was similar to the literature by

multiplying the CPU and storage capacities of the node and bandwidth capaci-220

ties of its adjacent links. The other measurement ranked nodes according to the

resource consumption ratio between the CPU and the storage and the substrate

node of which resource consumption ratio was closest to that of virtual node was

chosen to balance the CPU and storage loads of substrate nodes. Based on the

cluster information of networks, the node degree and the clustering coefficient225

information were combined for node ranking in [43]. The breadth-first-search

algorithm was exploited to embed virtual nodes to reduce the resource utiliza-

tion of substrate links such that both the acceptance ratio of VN requests and

the revenues of operational providers were increased. In [44], the virtual node

mapping problem was formulated using the Markov decision process (MDP)230

framework and the Monte Carlo tree search algorithm was utilized for the node

embedding. Inspired by Google’s PageRank algorithm, authors in [45, 46] cal-

culated the node weights according to the contributions of nodes and links in

the VN in an iterative way. And the Markov chain with rewards ranking was

proposed in [47] where a node ranking metric which well captured the amount235

of local resources available in a vicinity of a given node was put forward. That

is, ranking of nodes were calculated by aggregating resources in their respective

neighborhood in terms of accumulated reward of a suitable random walk with

the node as initial state.
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2.3. One-stage VNE Algorithms240

Although two-stage VNE algorithms are easy to implement, they suffer from

limited VN acceptance ratio due to the separated node and link embeddings,

which motivates the research of one-stage VNE where virtual nodes and links are

embedded jointly. Specifically, an ant colony algorithm based VNE mechanism

was proposed to achieve a near-optimal solution with shorter computational245

time than solving ILP in [45, 48]. Authors in [49, 50] divided a VN into several

sub-VNs with star-like topology which was simple and easy to be embedded.

The key issue was transformed into choosing appropriate hub node for each sub-

VN. And the min-cost max-flow was found in the substrate network to achieve

the integrated node and link embeddings in [50]. A VNE algorithm based on250

subgraph isomorphism detection was proposed in [51], where an isomorphism of

each VN was constructed in SN. In [52], the path ranking was applied considering

the optical spectrum continuity and contiguity requirements for the embedding

of optical data centers based on Optical-Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-

plexing (O-OFDM). Shorter and more available substrate paths were preferred255

over longer and crowded paths. A randomized match of virtual links on a set

of candidate substrate paths was performed and if the matches were possible,

virtual nodes were mapped accordingly. In [53, 54], a meta node was added in

SN for each virtual node and an enhanced network was built by adding tem-

porary links between each meta node and all substrate nodes that satisfy the260

location constraint. The embedding of two nodes and the link between them

would be accomplished by finding a path between their corresponding meta

nodes. Considering the wavelength continuity constraint and high degree of

the optical switchs in optical data centers, a Markov Chain-based algorithm for

VNE in optical data centers was proposed in [55]. The computing capacity,265

available bandwidth on the established lightpaths and the possible bandwidth

that can be provided in future were taken into account for Markov chain prob-

abilistic model to compute the rankings of nodes. And the link embedding was

determined while node embedding was completed. Moreover, authors in [56]

proposed a robust VNE algorithm based on component connectivity in large-270
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scale network to handle link failures. Two kinds of components were proposed.

The giant component was the largest connected component of the network and

the small components were the connected components after removing the giant

component. It is reasonable that a VN should be embedded onto a component to

prevent that the virtual nodes embedded in two components cannot find a path275

due to the disconnectivity. A k-core method was applied to identify different

VN topologies so that a VN request could be embedded onto its corresponding

component. In addition, a game theory-based algorithm was proposed in [8]

where distributed physical networks were highlighted. However, these one-stage

VNE algorithms ignored the potential flexibility of FiWi access network in re-280

source allocation and network reconfiguration, which is expected to raise InP

profit.

Table 1: Comparison of VNE mechanisms

Embedding

method

Refer-

ence

Node Rank Proposed solution Other consider-

ation

ILP [28,

29,

30]

N/A ILP solving Memory space

guarantee for

OpenFlow rules

[28]

Two-stage

algorithm

[31] CPU capacity Greedy node mapping and

game theory-based link map-

ping

Physical equip-

ment outages

[32] CPU capacity Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

Failure recovery

enabled VN

[33] CPU capacity Greedy node mapping,

shortest path for non-

spittable link mapping

and multi-commodity for

splittable link mapping

Multimedia ser-

vices in 5G net-

works

[34,

35]

Neighbor resource availabil-

ity

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

path splitting

and migration

[34]

[36] Node potential Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

N/A

[37] General Resource Capacity Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

N/A

Continued on next page
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Embedding

method

Refer-

ence

Node Rank Proposed solution Other consider-

ation

[38] Combination of availability

of backup resource, the mean

shortest path length among

nodes and connectivity

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

Redundant

backup re-

sources alloca-

tion

[39] Combination of CPU capac-

ity and the accumulative dis-

tance from candidate node to

all the substrate nodes se-

lected

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

Online VNE

[40] Global information of both

link interference and avail-

able bandwidth resource

Greedy node and link map-

pings

Link interfer-

ence

[41] Combination of node degree,

node strength, distance be-

tween two nodes, node far-

ness and closeness and link

interference

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

N/A

[42] Resource consumption ratio

between the CPU capacity

and the storage capacity

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

Node storage

resource de-

mand/capacity

[43] Combination of the degrees

of the node and its neighbor

nodes in the cluster

Breadth-first-search algo-

rithm for node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

Node clustreing

[44] Markov Decision Process

(MDP)

Monte Carlo tree search al-

gorithm for node mapping

and multi-commodity flow

and shortest path algorithms

for link mapping

New perfor-

mance metric

that captures

both acceptance

and revenue to

cost ratios

[45,

46]

Page Rank considering node

degree, node strength and

distance between nodes

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

N/A

[47] Markov chain considering

CPU capacity, bandwidth

capacity and neighbor met-

ric

Greedy node mapping and

shortest path link mapping

N/A

One-stage

algorithm

[45,

48]

N/A Ant-colony search-based al-

gorithm

Online VNE

[49,

50]

N/A Heuristics [49] or min-cost

max-flow algorithm [50] for

the embeddings of star-like

sub-VNs

N/A

Continued on next page
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Embedding

method

Refer-

ence

Node Rank Proposed solution Other consider-

ation

[51] N/A Subgraph isomorphism de-

tection

N/A

[52] N/A Algorithm based on path

ranking and the simultane-

ous node mapping

Optical spec-

trum continuity

and contiguity

requirement for

optical data

centers

[53,

54]

N/A Algorithm based on auxil-

iary graph

Flexible mod-

ulation modes

[54]

[55] N/A Markov Chain-based algo-

rithm

The wavelength

continuity con-

straint in opti-

cal data centers

[56] N/A Component connectivity-

based algorithm

N/A

[8] N/A Game theory-based algo-

rithm

Multi-domain

physical net-

works

2.4. VNE Based on Network Reconfiguration

Several works have been proposed to improve the VN acceptance ratio285

through network reconfiguration. For instance, the embedding of already em-

bedded VNs was optimized in [57] so that newly arrived VNs would be easier to

embed. Moreover, an efficient VN reconfiguration mechanism aiming at mini-

mizing the migration cost of virtual resource was put forward in [58] and authors

in [59] chose the VNs that had greater influence on the embedding objective for290

reconfiguration to achieve load balancing in SN. Apart from the VN reconfig-

uration, authors in [60] proposed the paradigm of SN resource reconfiguration

in WMN. The channels of wireless radios were strategically reconfigured to in-

crease VN acceptance ratio and InP profit. However, the channel reconfiguration

of wireless radio interfaces tends to experience a high cost resulting from the295

resetting of physical hardwares. In FiWi access network, the SN bandwidth
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reallocation that changes the transmission time slot of each node by exchang-

ing control messages generates a lower implementation complexity compared

with VN reconfiguration and SN channel reallocation. Thus, it is important to

coordinate the execution order of different network reconfiguration approaches300

and make a reasonable compromise between implementation complexity and

network performance.

2.5. Mobility in Network Virtualization

Literature cares little about the mobility in network virtualization, where

the mobility is either a single user’s behavior or a colony-level behavior. For the305

management of mobile users, massive investigations have been carried out in

terms of power control and handover, which are technologically mature. From

the colony-level, the mobility of virtual nodes is due to the mobility of its users.

The zooming small cell architecture was exploited in our prior work [61] to

achieve the energy reservation in 5G networks, where worth noting is the pos-310

sibility of using the power control method for the management of virtual nodes

with low mobility. In addition, in terms of virtual nodes with high mobility,

the node migration should be applied. A handover matrix was used in [62, 63]

to capture the actual mobility of users, where each element represented the

probability of flow migration between two edge routers. The VNs were modeled315

as a set of flows with specific service priorities. Each flow that connected the

virtual gateway and a virtual edge router had specified resource demand. The

mobility management procedure assigned intermediate paths for the data for-

warding during the handover between the new destination node and the mobility

anchor. However, it is not practical to exactly predict the future locations of320

virtual nodes. Applying node migration after the node goes out of the coverage

will cause unavoidable downtime. To address this issue, a virtual cell was con-

structed for each mobile user in [64], the synchronization among base stations

in a virtual cell was maintained and the set of base stations in a virtual cell

changed along with the mobility of the user. Thus, for a mobile virtual node, a325

virtual cell can also be assigned, that is, redundant resources are used for the
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service quality guarantee. However, this paper focuses on the VNE problem

considering the impact of physical resource allocation. Handling the mobility of

virtual nodes, which methods can be found in our prior work [61], is complex

and out the range of this paper. Thus, the suggested solutions will be proposed330

in Section 4, leaving for future comprehensive investigation.

3. Substrate Network Model and Initial Resource Allocation

3.1. Overview and Notation

The heterogeneous physical network contains the multi-channel multi-radio

WMN and the TDM-PON. In order to support VNE, the resource capacity,335

especially link bandwidth, is required to be determined initially. Moreover, due

to the introduction of network virtualization, which features the indistinguish-

able logical resource in InP, a common characteristic (e.g., collision domain) is

expected to be defined to help resource allocation in both wireless and optical

subnetworks. Notation for SN and initial resource allocation is shown as Table340

2.

Table 2: Notation for substrate network model and initial resource allocation

Parameter Description

GS = (NS , LS) Substrate network where NS and LS indicate sets

of substrate nodes and links respectively

X Total number of substrate nodes

Z Total number of substrate links

CAPCPU
n CPU capacity of substrate node n

TY PEn ∈

{OLT,ONU,WR}

Type of node n, where OLT , ONU and WR de-

note OLT, ONU and wireless router (gateway),

respectively

LCTn Location of node n

CHNLR
(n,r) The channel of radio r on node n

CAPBNDW
l Bandwidth capacity of substrate link l

LODl Bandwidth load of l

Dl Collision domain of l

CHNLL
l The channel of l

POTNl The potential bandwidth capacity of l

AV Gl The average bandwidth capacity of l

Continued on next page
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Parameter Description

RANGR The jamming range of wireless radios under given

emitting power

DIS(n,n′) Distance between nodes n and n′

SRCl Source node of l

DETl Destination node of l

Ch The candidate channel indexed by h

3.2. Collision Domain of Substrate Network

Based on the notation in Table 1 and the fact that the bandwidth of wireless

links in WMN depends on not only the channels of radio interfaces but also the

number of interfered links, the concept of collision domain [65, 66] is introduced

and extended to FiWi access network. Specifically, the collision domain Dl of

link l is defined as the set of links that interfere with l. To make it more clear, we

divide physical link set into LS = LO ∪LW with LO and LW denoting the sets

of optical and wireless links respectively. In PON subnetwork, as shown in (1),

Dl contains all the optical fiber links between Optical Line Terminal (OLT) and

ONUs since OLT cannot transmit packets to different ONUs simultaneously.

Dl = {l′ ∈ LO|SRCl = SRCl′},∀l ∈ LO, (1)

where SRCl = SRCl′ implies that the links l and l′ share the same source

OLT. In WMN subnetwork, the collision domain of l contains the links that are

working on the same channel as l and with either their source or destination

node locating in the jamming range of nodes SRC l or DET l, as shown in (2):

Dl = {l′ ∈ LW |CHNLLl′ = CHNLLl and(min(DIS(SRCl,SRCl′ )
,

DIS(SRCl,DETl′ )
, DIS(DETl,SRCl′ )

, DIS(DETl,DETl′ )
) ≤ RANGR)},∀l ∈ LW .

(2)

Particularly, the link itself is also included in its collision domain. It should be

noted that all the links in a collision domain should be scheduled to transmit

traffics in TDM mode. Thus, the sufficient condition for an interference-free
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link scheduling is shown as (3):

max
∑
l′∈Dl

LODl′

CAPl′
≤ 1,∀l. (3)

That is, the collision domain utilization of any links is supposed to be no more

than 1. To ensure this condition, we denote the average bandwidth capacity of

link l as (4) to estimate the average amount of bandwidth that could be used

by each link in the collision domain.

AV Gl =
POTNl
|Dl|

=

BD −
∑
l′∈Dl

LODl′

|Dl|
(4)

where |Dl| indicates the number of links in Dl and POTN l represents the max-

imum bandwidth that can be allocated to l. Note that BD is the bandwidth345

capacity of the collision domain. Specifically, for PON, BD equals to the band-

width capacity of feeder fiber from an OLT. For WMN, BD represents the

capacity of the allocated wireless channel.

3.3. Initial Resource Allocation

Previous works execute VNE on the basis of the assumption that all the350

substrate links are equipped with definite bandwidth, ignoring the process of

the shared resource allocation to links in the collision domain in FiWi. To

address this issue, we propose the WCAB and DBAF algorithms for the channel

allocation of WMN subnetwork and the bandwidth allocation of both WMN

and PON subnetworks respectively to support subsequent VNE procedure. In355

addition, the flexibility of resource allocation within each collision domain can

be exploited by InP to adjust its resource distribution. Thus, the VNE can be

improved, which is considered in section V.

3.3.1. WCAB Algorithm

Based on (3), the objective of WMN channel allocation is formulated as (5):360
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Minimize:

max
∑
l′∈Dl

LODl′

CAPl′
,∀l (5)

where the maximum collision domain utilization is minimized. The objective

facilitates that the adjacent radios tend to be allocated with different channels

so that each radio suffers little interference from its neighbors.

The pseudo-code procedure of the WCAB algorithm is shown as Algorithm

1. Initially, in case a link becomes invalid due to channel confliction and then365

breaks the whole network connectivity, we propose to build a spanning tree

using Breadth First Search (BFS) and assign channels to the links on the tree

preferentially (lines 1 - 3). For example in Fig. 3 where the potential substrate

links are shown in Fig. 3 (a), assume that there are 1, 1, 2, 1 and 1 radios on

nodes a, b, c, d and e, respectively, if the channels C1, C2 and C3 are assigned370

to the links <a,b>, <c,d> and <c,e>, then the links <a,c>, <b,c> and <b,d>

would be forced to be invalid because no residual radio can be used as well as

no common channel exists between their source and destination nodes. As a

result, the network is divided into two parts as shown in Fig. 3 (b). However,

through building the spanning tree, no isolated node would be generated as375

shown in Fig. 3(c)-(d). Moreover, for the sake of reserving original topology

and avoiding traffic migration, the links whose traffic loads are higher than 0

are also assigned the same channel C1 as links on the spanning tree. After

that, the channel update will be carried out to minimize the maximum collision

domain utilization. To be specific, according to the number of spare radios on380

the end nodes, the optional channel with minimum utilization will be utilized

(lines 6 - 15). Furthermore, several times of channel update (lines 17 - 20) will

be carried out to further decrease the collision domain utilization and improve

the network connectivity.

The complexity of WCAB is bounded by the running times of the channel385

update operation. For each substrate link, in the worst case, O(Z2) steps are

costed for the calculation of collision domain utilization and O(Z) channels are

required to be coped with. Thus, the complexity of WCAB can be represented
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Algorithm 1 WCAB Algorithm

Input: GS .
Output: CHNLLl ,CHNLR(n,r),∀l ∈ L

W , all wireless nodes and radios.
1: Build a tree using BFS with OLT acting as the root;
2: CHNLLl ← C1 for wireless links on the tree or with LOD l > 0;
3: CHNLR(SRCl,1) ← C1,CHNLR(DETl,1) ← C1;

4: for all l ∈ LW with CHNLLl = C1, do
5: Release the radios whose channels have not been utilized by any wireless

links by deleting their channel settings;
6: if there exist spare radios r and r′ on nodes SRC l and DET l respectively,

then
7: Find the channel Ch with the minimum collision domain utilization of

l;
8: CHNLLl ← Ch;

CHNLR(SRCl,r)
← Ch,CHNLR(DETl,r′)

← Ch;

9: else if there exists only one spare radio (e.g., radio r on node SRC l,)
then

10: For all radios on node DET l, find the radio r′ which has the minimum
collision domain utilization of l;

11: CHNLLl ←CHNLR(DETl,r′)
,CHNLR(SRCl,r)

← CHNLR(DETl,r′)
;

12: else if there exist the same channels on nodes SRC l and DET l, then
13: For all the shared channels, find the channel Ch with the minimum

collision domain utilization of l;
14: CHNLl ← Ch;
15: end if
16: end for
17: for all l ∈ LW , do
18: Implement the steps of lines 5 - 15;
19: end for
20: Repeat the steps of lines 17 - 19 till no wireless link channel can be changed.
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Figure 3: Example of conflicted channel allocation in WMN.

as O(Z · (Z2 + Z)) = O(Z3).

3.3.2. DBAF Algorithm390

The DBAF algorithm in FiWi access network is described in Algorithm 2,

which is executed based on collision domains of PON and WMN after WCAB

is applied. In order to satisfy the condition in (3), the link that has the min-

imum collision domain utilization gains a high priority to be scheduled. Two

auxiliary variables, FLAGL
l and FLAGD

l , are used to represent if link l and395

the collision domain of l have completed the allocation respectively. For ex-

ample in Fig. 4, there are four links with the numbers in the parenthesis

denoting the link loads. The collision domains of links <a,b> and <c,d>

are D<a,b> = {<a,b>,<c,d>,<e,f>} and D<c,d> = {<a,b>,<c,d>,<g,h>

}, respectively. Assume BD = 10 so that AVG<a,b> = (10 − 7)/3 = 1400

and AVG<c,d> = (10 − 4)/3 = 2. If <c,d> is chosen, then CAPBNDW
<a,b> =

CAPBNDW
<c,d> = 2 + 2 = 4 which conflicts with the bandwidth capacity of D<a,b>

with 4+4+3 > 10, thus link<a,b> whose AVG<a,b> is lower should be allocated

first and the bandwidth allocation result is shown as Fig. 4 (c) with the numbers

on links indicating the allocated bandwidth. After the bandwidth allocation,405

the sufficient condition for interference-free scheduling will be checked.

The DBAF algorithm achieves the computing of AVG l by O(Z2) steps and

the search of the link with minimum AVG l with O(Z) steps (line 3). Moreover,

the operation of bandwidth setting needs at most O(Z) steps when all links are

within only one collision domain (line 4). The operation of AVG l computation410
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Algorithm 2 DBAF Algorithm

Input: GS .
Output: CAPBNDW

l ,∀l.
1: Initialize FLAGL

l ← 0, FLAGD
l ← 0, ∀l;

2: while there exists a link that has not been allocated, do
3: For all l ∈ LS , FLAGD

l = 0, compute AVG l and find the l with the
minimum AVG l;

4: For all l′ ∈ Dl with FLAGL
l′ = 0, set CAPBNDW

l′ ← LOD l′+ AVG l,
FLAGL

l′ ← 1 and FLAGD
l ← 1;

5: end while
6: if

∑
l′∈Dl

LODl′/CAP
BNDW
l′ ≤ 1,∀l then

7: return true; // the resource reconfiguration succeeds
8: else
9: return false; // the resource reconfiguration fails

10: end if
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Figure 4: Illustration of link bandwidth allocation order.

and bandwidth setting will be carried out at most O(Z) times when all the sub-

strate links are working on different channels. Thus, the complexity of WCAB

is bounded by O(Z · (Z2 + Z + Z)) = O(Z3).

4. VNE Problem Formulation

4.1. Notation415

On the basis of the physical network that features definite link bandwidth

capacity after conducting the initial resource allocation (WCAB and DBAF),
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embedding of VNs becomes feasible. In virtualized FiWi access network, each

VN is formulated as a non-directional graph GV , representing a specified class

of service. The QoS satisfaction is an reflection of QoS degradation [67], which420

is widely used to guarantee the fairness of multiple users when the network ca-

pacity is not enough. Thus, we adopt the QoS satisfaction aiming at serving

as many virtual networks as possible, which is consistent with the objective of

this paper. The QoS satisfaction requirement of a VN specifies the low bound

of allocated resource for the guarantee of the worst tolerable QoS and can be425

derived based on the expected and worst tolerable requirements on specified

QoS metrics in terms of delay, such as the mean delay and the maximum-delay

violation probability. Examples will be given in next subsection. Therefore, the

QoS satisfaction requirement is endowed to VNs according the requirements of

specified delay metrics by service providers. And based on the QoS satisfaction430

requirement of each VN, the QoS is provided from different levels by controlling

the proportion of provided resource over the expected resource demand. How-

ever, it is worth noting that best-effort services should be provided to VNs while

satisfying the QoS satisfaction requirements, such that better QoS is available

for VNs.435

In terms of the formulation of mobility, it should be clear that if it refers to

the behavior of a single user or a colony. For mobile users, SPs are responsible

for the mobility management, which is technologically mature and independent

with the VNE. However, a mobile virtual node is a result of the mobility of

users that access to the specified kind of service, that is, the colony-level mobil-440

ity. The mobility of virtual nodes is recognized by SPs through evaluating the

best locations and the coverage of nodes according to the distribution of users.

But in case SPs cannot handle the location changes using existing granted re-

sources, the requirement needs to be posted to InP, who is responsible for the

resource reconfiguration to handle the mobility. Thus, a time factor is required445

to formulate the resource demand of virtual node and different locations are de-

manded in different time for the same virtual node. A straightforward method

to handle the node mobility is to re-embed a VN according to its real time
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demands. More comprehensive analysis is given in subsection 5.3.

Table 3: Notation for virtual network requests

Parameter Description

GV Set of VN requests

GV
k = (V V

k , EV
k ) Virtual network indexed by k where V V

k and EV
k in-

dicate sets of virtual nodes and links respectively

REQCPU
(k,i) CPU demand of virtual node i in GV

k (i.e., v(k,i))

REQTY PE
(k,i) ∈ {A, T} Type of virtual node v(k,i), where A represents the

access node (i.e., OLT), and T represents the trans-

mission node (i.e., ONU or wireless router)

REQLCT
(k,i) Preferred location of v(k,i)

∆LCT(k,i) Embedding location offset constraint of v(k,i)

REQBNDW
(k,j) Bandwidth demand of virtual link j in GV

k (i.e.,

e(k,j))

REQLEN
(k,j) Embedding path length constraint of e(k,j)

DURk Duration time of GV
k

REQQS
k
∈ (0, 1] QoS satisfaction requirement of GV

k

QSV
(k,i) or QSE

(k,j) QoS satisfaction of node v(k,i) or link e(k,j)

450

We target to formulate VNE problem in FiWi as an ILP in this section.

Apart from the notation characterizing SN and VN requests in Tables 2 and 3

respectively, parameters and variables related with VNE problem are listed as

follows:

• ξk: Binary variable, taking 1 if GVk is embedded successfully, and 0 other-455

wise;

• χnk,i: Binary variable, taking 1 if virtual node vk,i is embedded onto sub-

strate node n, and 0 otherwise;

• ηlk,j : Binary variable, taking 1 if virtual link ek,j is embedded onto a

substrate path that traverses link l, and 0 otherwise;460

• ψnk,i: The volume of CPU that n provides to vk,i, ψ
n
k,i=0 denotes that vk,i

is not embedded onto n;
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• ϕlk,j : The volume of bandwidth that l provides to ek,j , ϕ
l
k,j=0 denotes

that ek,j is not embedded onto l;

• LEN(k,j): Embedding path length of link ek,j ;465

• In: Set of links that come into n;

• On: Set of links that go out of n;

• Profit(GVk ): InP profit obtained by embedding GVk ;

• α: Income of each unit of resource;

• β: Cost of each unit of resource;470

• γ: QoS penalty of each unit of resource;

• ρV : Weight of CPU;

• ρE : Weight of bandwidth;

• TCNR: Threshold of channel reallocation ;

• µ: Coefficient of channel reallocation, which is a tunable factor for TCNR;475

• SRCk,j : Source node of ek,j ;

• DETk,j : Destination node of ek,j .

4.2. Examples for QoS Satisfaction

In this subsection, we take the mean delay and maximum-delay violation

probability [68] as examples to interpret the QoS satisfaction. Considering the480

node CPU and link bandwidth resources, the mean delay and maximum-delay

violation probability will be analyzed to reflect the resource requirements and

infer the QoS satisfaction requirements. Note that the remaining part of this pa-

per is based on the QoS satisfaction requirements that are potentially extracted

from the QoS requirements using methods in this part.485
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4.2.1. QoS satisfaction based on mean delay

Denote REQDE(k,i) and REQDW(k,i) the expected and worst tolerable average

delay requirements of virtual node vk,i respectively. The expected and minimum

resource demands of vk,i to guarantee the mean delay of data processing can be

expressed as (6) and (7) [69]:

REQCPU(k,i) =
ω(k,i)

REQDE(k,i)

, (6)

REQCPU least
(k,i) =

ω(k,i)

REQDW(k,i)

, (7)

where REQCPU(k,i) and REQCPU least
(k,i) imply the expected and minimum resource

demands of vk,i respectively and ω(k,i) is the data size to be processed on vk,i.

Based on the expected and minimum CPU resource demands, the QoS satisfac-

tion requirement of vk,i is:

QSV(k,i) =
REQCPU least

(k,i)

REQCPU(k,i)

. (8)

Thus, allocating resource to virtual node with (expected) CPU demandREQCPU(k,i)

and QoS satisfaction requirement QSV(k,i) is equivalent to the problem of allo-

cating resource that approaches REQCPU(k,i) as much as possible and no less than

REQCPU least
(k,i) .490

For the communication delay of traffics on virtual link ek,j , denote REQDE(k,j)

and REQDW(k,j) the expected and worst tolerable mean delay requirements of vir-

tual link ek,j respectively. According to the queueing theory, the communication

delay of ek,j includes the waiting and transmitting delay and can be expressed

as (9).

w =
1

µ− λ
, (9)

where w is the total delay, λ and µ imply the packet arrival rate and the service

rate respectively. Considering the fact that each virtual link may be embedded

onto multiple physical links, we can derive the expected and minimum band-
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width demands as (11), which is derived from (10), and (12):

REQDE(k,j) = REQLEN(k,j) ·
1

REQBNDW(k,j) /pk − γBNDW(k,j) /pk
, (10)

REQBNDW(k,j) =
REQLEN(k,j) · pk
REQDE(k,j)

+ γBNDW(k,j) , (11)

REQBNDW least
(k,j) =

REQLEN(k,j) · pk
REQDW(k,j)

+ γBNDW(k,j) , (12)

where REQBNDW(k,j) and REQBNDW least
(k,j) are the expected and minimum band-

width demands respectively, pk is the average size of packets and γBNDW(k,j) is the

volume of data to be transmitted per unit time in the unit of bit/s. Thus, the

QoS satisfaction requirement of ek,j can be expressed as:

QSE(k,j) =
REQBNDW least

(k,j)

REQBNDW(k,j)

, (13)

which means that allocating resource to virtual link with (expected) band-

width demand REQBNDW(k,j) , embedding path length constraint REQLEN(k,j) and

QoS satisfaction requirement QSE(k,j) is equivalent to the problem of allocat-

ing resource that approaches REQBNDW(k,j) as much as possible and no less than

REQBNDW least
(k,j) . Overall, given the data size that needs to be processed on495

each virtual node and the volume of data that needs to be transmitted per unit

time on each virtual link, satisfying the QoS satisfaction requirements during

the virtual network embedding makes sure the mean delay requirements being

guaranteed.

4.2.2. QoS satisfaction based on maximum-delay violation probability500

The maximum-delay violation probability is an effective metric for the reli-

ability guarantee for random traffics, which can be defined as:

P {D (∞) > Dmax} ≤ ε, (14)
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where D(t) is the delay at time t, Dmax represents the maximum delay con-

straint and ε stands for the delay violation probability requirement, that is,

QoS requirement. Note that the maximum-delay violation probability captures

the dynamic property of traffics and can be adopted to both computing and

communication systems. The equivalent resource can be used for the resource

allocation [70]. For Poisson process, the equivalent resource can be formulated

in (15).

E(θ) =
λ

Tfθ
(eθ − 1), θ > 0 (15)

where E(θ) with coefficient θ > 0 denotes the equivalent resource of traffics,

i.e., the required resource guaranteeing the maximum-delay violation probability

constraint. λ is the traffic arrival rate in the unit of packets/s and Tf represents

the time length of a frame. The large derivation can be used for the calculation

of θ, according to [70], we have:

P {D (∞) > Dmax} ≤ e−θE(θ)Dmax ≤ ε (16)

Therefore, value of θ and the equivalent resource can be shown as in (17) and

(18) respectively.

θ = ln

[
Tf ln (1/ε)

λDmax
+ 1

]
(17)

E(θ) =
ln (1/ε)

Dmax ln
[
Tf ln(1/ε)
λDmax

+ 1
] (18)

Given the expected and worst tolerable maximum-delay violation probability

requirements of virtual nodes and links, according to (18), we can then obtain

the expected and minimum equivalent resources for virtual nodes and links

respectively. Finally, the QoS satisfaction requirements are defined as the ratio

of minimum values of equivalent resource to the expected values. As a result,505

the worst tolerable maximum-delay violation probability requirements can be

guaranteed when the resources are allocated based on the expected resource

requirements and the QoS satisfaction requirements.
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4.3. ILP Model for VNE in FiWi

In terms of VNE in FiWi, it is specified that different VNs feature different510

tolerances of QoS satisfaction, which provides an opportunity for InP to adjust

the volume of allocated resource according to its resource availability. Note that

a penalty factor is necessitated for the profit of InP to compensate for the QoS

satisfaction decline; therefore, the InP profit can be formulated as (19) where

three terms, i.e., InP revenue Rev(GVk ), InP resource cost Cst(GVk ) and QoS515

penalty Pnl(GVk ), are considered.

Profit(GVk ) = DURk · [Rev(GVk )− Cst(GVk )− Pnl(GVk )], (19)

Rev(GVk ) = α

[
ρV
∑
∀i
REQCPU(k,i) +ρE

∑
∀j
REQBNDW(k,j)

]
, (20)

Cst(GVk ) = β

[
ρV
∑
∀i

(QSV(k,i) ·REQ
CPU
(k,i) )

+ρE
∑
∀j

(QSE(k,j) ·REQ
BNDW
(k,j) · LEN(k,j))

]
,

(21)

Pnl(GVk ) = γ

[
ρV
∑
∀i

(1−QSV(k,i)) ·REQ
CPU
(k,i)

+ρE
∑
∀j

(1−QSE(k,j)) ·REQ
BNDW
(k,j) · LEN(k,j)

]
.

(22)

Based on above, the ILP model for VNE problem in FiWi access network is

formulated as follows:

Objective:

Maximize :
∑
k∈GV

Profit(GVk ) · ξk. (23)

Node embedding constraints:

χnk,i = ξk, if REQTY PE(k,i) = A and TY PEn = OLT,∀k, i, n, (24)
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∑
n∈NS

χnk,i = ξk,∀k, i, (25)

∑
i∈NV

k

χnk,i ≤ ξk,∀k, n, (26)

∑
n∈NS

ψnk,i = ξk ·REQCPU(k,i) ·QS
V
(k,i),∀k, i, (27)

∑
k∈GV

∑
i∈NV

k

ψnk,i ≤ CAPCPUn ,∀n, (28)

REQQSk ≤ QSV(k,i) ≤ 1,∀k, i, (29)

χnk,i = ψnk,i/(REQ
CPU
(k,i) ·QS

V
(k,i)),∀k, i, n. (30)

Link embedding constraints:

∑
l∈In

ϕlk,j −
∑
l∈On

ϕlk,j = QSE(k,j) ·REQ
BNDW
(k,j) · (−χnk,SRCk,j

+ χnk,DETk,j
),∀k, j, n,

(31)

∑
l∈In

ηlk,j ≤ ξk,∀k, j, n, (32)

∑
l∈On

ηlk,j ≤ ξk,∀k, j, n, (33)

∑
k∈GV

∑
j∈LV

k

ϕlk,j ≤ CAPBNDWl ,∀l, (34)

∑
l∈LS

ηlk,j ≤ REQLEN(k,j) ,∀k, j, (35)

REQQSk ≤ QSE(k,j) ≤ 1,∀k, j, (36)
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ηlk,j = ϕlk,j/(REQ
BNDW
(k,j) ·QSE(k,j)),∀k, j, l. (37)

The objective in (23) tends to maximize the total profit of InP from em-520

bedding VNs. Equations (24) - (30) elaborate the node embedding constraints,

where (24) states that the virtual node with REQTY PE
(k,i) = A should be embed-

ded to OLT. Equations (25) and (26) indicate that one virtual node is limited to

be embedded to only one substrate node and virtual nodes from the same VN

should be embedded to different substrate nodes, respectively. Equation (27)525

implies that InP should embed all the virtual nodes with satisfied QoS satisfac-

tion if it accepts the VN. The constraints of CPU capacity and QoS satisfaction

are given in (28) and (29), where the QoS satisfaction is defined as the ratio

of the volume of resource that InP actually provides over the total resource

demand. Equation (30) states the constraint between variables. Moreover, the530

link embedding constraints including flow conservation (31), path disjointness

(32)-(33), bandwidth capacity (34), path length (35), QoS satisfaction (36) and

the definition of related variables (37) are respectively formulated.

5. Heuristic VNE Algorithms

Since the VNE problem has been proved to be NP-hard, heuristic algorithms535

are essential to shorten the solution time and facilitate dynamic VN requests.

Initially, based on the resource topology determined by WCAB and DBAF, the

QoS satisfaction aware VNE algorithm (VNE-Q) is proposed to enable InP to

provide the best-effort service to the VNs that are constrained by different QoS

satisfaction requirements. Moreover, aiming at higher InP profit, the network540

reconfiguration mechanisms are further proposed, i.e., VNE-R, where WCAB

and DBAF are exploited again for the channel and bandwidth reallocations.

5.1. QoS Satisfaction aware VNE Algorithm

Based on our prior work [11] where the procedure of VNE-Q in FiWi access

network is presented, the maximum InP profit is able to be achieved by adopting545
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the embedding solution with the maximum InP profit for each virtual node and

its related links during each embedding stage. For page limitation, we directly

analyze the complexity of VNE-Q algorithm.

Firstly, for each VNGVk with K virtual nodes, the virtual nodes ranking (e.g.,

the bubble sorting) costs O(K2) steps. Besides, in each embedding stage, each550

virtual node owns at most X candidate substrate nodes. And for each virtual

node, there are at most K−1 links that will be embedded together when the VN

is a complete graph. Moreover, for each virtual link, O(Z +X logX) steps will

be costed by the Dijkstra algorithm. Thus, the complexity of VNE-Q can be

represented as O(K2+K ·X ·(K−1)·(Z+X ·logX)) = O(K2 ·X ·(Z+X ·logX))).555

Finally, it can be bounded by O(X2 ·X · (X2 +X · logX)) = O(X5 +X4 · logX)

if both virtual and substrate networks are complete graphs with the same node

number X.

5.2. VNE-Q Algorithm Based on Network Reconfiguration

The integration of wired and wireless subnetworks in FiWi improves the560

flexibility and diversity of physical resource, which provides an opportunity

to increase InP profit through optimizing the resource allocation of SN. The

procedure of VNE-Q algorithm based on network reconfiguration in FiWi access

network is shown in Algorithm 3. Firstly, considering the complexity of channel

switch of wireless radios on network devices, the bandwidth reallocation (lines565

10 - 16) is preferably adopted to avoid network congestion when VNE-Q fails in

the embedding (line 8). VNs would be embedded onto an extended network GS
′

and the Algorithm 2 will be implemented to achieve feasible network bandwidth

reconfiguration.

Moreover, it is worthwhile to note that the operations of bandwidth reallo-570

cation and channel reallocation cannot relieve the virtual node congestion (i.e.,

there is not any substrate node whose residual CPU capacity is higher than the

CPU demand of virtual node); therefore, the virtual network reconfiguration

should be directly implemented for the node congestion (line 6). Taking the

online feature of VNs into consideration, the embedding results of prior embed-575
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Algorithm 3 VNE-Q Algorithm based on Network Reconfiguration

Input: GVk , G
S , α, β, γ, ρV , ρE .

Output: ξk, χ
n
k,i, η

l
k,j , QSV(k,i), QSE(k,j),∀i, j, n, l.

For GVk , rank its virtual nodes according to their CPU demand and the
network connectivity;

2: Embed n and its related links using VNE-Q;
if the embedding succeeds, then

4: n← n+ 1, go to line 2 till all the nodes are embedded;
else if node embedding fails then

6: go to line 17;
else

8: go to line 10;
end if

10: Substrate network bandwidth reallocation:
Build GS

′
by replacing CAPBNDW

l in GS with POTN l and re-embed n and

its related links on GS
′
;

12: if the embedding succeeds, then
Reallocate the bandwidth of GS

′
using Algorithm 2;

14: else
go to line 17

16: end if
Virtual network reconfiguration:

18: Release some VNs and re-embed them together with GVk ;
if the embedding succeeds, then ξk ← 1, return true;

20: else recover the embedding of the released VNs and go to line 22;
end if

22: Substrate network channel reallocation:
if the revenue of GVk is higher than TCNR, then

24: Build GS
′′

by replacing CAPBNDWl in GS with ∞ and re-embed GVk on

GS
′′
;

if GVk is embedded successfully, then

26: Apply Algorithms 1 and 2 on GS
′′
;

else
28: ξk ← 0, reject GVk , return false;

end if
30: end if
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ded VNs generally leave an influence on subsequent ones. Thus, it is feasible to

accept more VNs by changing the embedding order, that is, releasing and re-

embedding the existing VNs. For example in Fig. 5 where numbers beside nodes

and on the links indicate node CPU demands (residual CPU capacity) and link

bandwidth demands (residual bandwidth capacity) respectively. Assume there580

are two VNs labeled by VN 1 and VN 2 (the QoS satisfaction requirements are

1), whose access nodes are node A and D. If VN 1 has already been embedded

on SN as shown in Fig. 5 (a), then there is not any substrate node that can

satisfy the CPU demand of node F in VN 2. However, if we release VN 1 and

embed VN 2 and VN 1 in sequence again, the feasible embedding solutions of585

VN 1 and VN 2 can be found as shown in Fig. 5 (b). Thus, the virtual network

reconfiguration can redistribute the physical resource to VNs and then improve

VN acceptance ratio. In addition, in terms of releasing VNs, the following tips

should be considered. First, only VNs whose residual duration time is longer

than given threshold are supposed to be released because it is unnecessary to590

migrate a VN whose resource would be recycled soon. Second, the VNs whose

InP revenues are lower than the congested VN can be migrated since VNs with

higher InP revenue will be harder to embed due to high resource demands.
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Figure 5: Illustration of virtual network reconfiguration.

Once link bandwidth reallocation and virtual network reconfiguration fail
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to embed GVk , the SN channel reallocation will be executed (lines 22 - 30). In595

order to restrict the executing frequency of channel switch of radio interfaces,

a reallocation threshold is introduced to specify that only the VNs whose InP

revenues are higher than TCNR can be optimized through channel reallocation.

TCNR is defined as (38):

TCNR = µ ·DURavg · (ρV ·Xavg ·REQCPUavg + ρE · Zavg ·REQBNDWavg ).

(38)

where DURavg represents the average duration time of VNs. REQCPU
avg and600

REQBNDW
avg denote the average CPU demand of virtual nodes and the average

bandwidth demand of virtual links, respectively. Xavg and Zavg indicate the

average numbers of nodes and links in VNs. The adjustable coefficient µ that

cooperates with the average VN revenue determines the possibility for the im-

plementation of channel reallocation. After the congested VN is embedded onto605

an extended infinite-capacity network GS
′′
, Algorithms 1 and 2 will be carried

out to find a feasible network resource allocation solution. Note that only when

WCAB (Algorithm 1) and DBA (Algorithm 2) return true, can the VN be re-

garded as a successful embedding. Otherwise, all the physical resource will be

recovered as well as the VN would be rejected.610

These network reconfiguration mechanisms, i.e., substrate network band-

width reallocation, virtual network reconfiguration and substrate network chan-

nel reallocation, can be easily implemented in parallel with the complexity of

O(Z3) ≤ O(X6), O(X5 + X4 · logX) and O(Z3), respectively; therefore, the

complexity of the VNE-Q algorithm based on network reconfiguration in FiWi615

access network is O(X6).

5.3. Discussion on Mobility Management in Virtualized FiWi Access Network

In this subsection, we propose a framework for the managements of mobile

users and mobile nodes with low and high mobile rates, respectively, in vir-

tualized FiWi access network. And then the opportunities and challenges are620
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analyzed. Figure 6 depicts the mobility management of users. Given that a

VN with five virtual nodes (i.e., nodes a, b, c, d and e) has been successfully

embedded onto the physical network. A mobile user who has the authority of

requiring services provided by the VN moves from locations L1, L2 to L3. For

the scenario of low mobility, the power control mechanism can be applied to the625

router. For example, when the user, who accesses to virtual node b, moves from

L1 to L2, the router that node b embeds can increase the transmitting power

such that its coverage is enlarged and can cover L2. When the user moves fast

and even the largest allowed transmitting power cannot cover the new loca-

tion L3, the handover occurs. The user will change to access to node d, which630

provides the same service as node b because they belonged to the same VN.

Internet

a e

b

c

d

L1 L2

L3

Figure 6: Mobility management of end users.

The mobility management of users is technologically mature in cellular net-

works and can almost be directly exploited by SPs in network virtualization.

However, protocols need to be designed for the admission control and the han-

dover of moving users in network virtualization because each SP has its restric-635

tion of resource controlling, i.e., only the resource that have been allocated to

the SP can be used. In addition, when the locations of users shows a colony-level

change, it is better to adjust the allocated resource as well as the locations of

virtual nodes for the purpose of high resource utilization and better QoS, that

is the mobility management of virtual nodes.640
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It is specified that a virtual node is embedded onto a physical node that

satisfies the location constraints, which are displayed as a best location require-

ment and an allowed location offset. While the best location requirement of a

virtual node changes, InP needs to check if the original embedding covers the

new required location and make some adjustment accordingly. The mobility645

management of virtual nodes is illustrated in Fig. 7. Given that a VN with four

nodes (i.e., nodes a, b, c and d) has been successfully embedded onto the sub-

strate network. We assume a node b with low mobility and a node d with high

mobility. For virtual nodes with low mobility, the concept of zooming cell can be

adopted. That is, the continuous service providing is guaranteed by adjusting650

the transmitting power of the embedded router dynamically and making sure

the location constraints of node b are satisfied. The reference of VNE algorithm

based on zooming cell can be found in our prior work [60]. In terms of mobility

management of virtual node with fast moving speed, for example node d in Fig.

7, traditional methods apply node migration mechanisms by determining a new655

embedding location. However, it is hard to predict the future locations of vir-

tual nodes practically, leading to unavoidable downtime. To address this issue,

we propose to construct a virtual cell for each virtual node for the mobility

management for the first time. Assume virtual node d is originally embedded

on d1 and the virtual cell is marked as the red circular line that contains d1.660

The virtual cell is a set of routers among which the synchronization is always

maintained. When node d moves, it changes its working router (one of the

synchronizing nodes in the virtual cell) dynamically. Moreover, the set of nodes

in the virtual cell changes along with the movement of the virtual node. For

example, the red circular line that contains d2 and d3 is the virtual cell when665

the node is at L4 and the red circular line that contains d3 but no d2 is the

virtual cell when the node is at L5. As a result, no downtime would be incurred

as long as appropriate virtual cells are constructed for moving virtual nodes.

However, there are some challenges for the management of virtual nodes

both with low and high mobilities. Specifically, for low mobility, the interference670

among wireless nodes needs to be considered in the power control mechanism.
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Figure 7: Mobility management of virtual nodes based on zooming and virtual cells.

Moreover, the fairness among virtual nodes that are embedded onto the same

substrate node should be assured in terms of power allocation. In addition, for

high mobility, the challenges are as follows. First, in order to construct virtual

cell, it is better to predict the moving trend of virtual nodes such that routers675

with high embedding probabilities could be included. Moreover, taking an in-

sight into the virtual cell mechanism, it is actually to guarantee the continuity

of services through sacrificing redundant resources, since resources are needed

for the synchronization. Thus, there is a tradeoff between less downtime and

high resource utilization, which is worth for future research. Furthermore, the680

synchronization maintaining among nodes in the virtual cell calls for efficient

protocols to reduce communicating cost. Last but not the least, it is important

to select the best working node among all the synchronizing nodes to facili-

tate virtual cell construction and reduce resource cost. Overall, the mobility

management in network virtualization is a complex topic and requires further685

investigation.

6. Performance Evaluation

6.1. Simulation Settings and Comparative Approaches

In this section, both static and dynamic VN requests are taken into account

to evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of proposed VNE-Q algorithm based690

on network reconfiguration, which is annotated by VNE-R. And comparisons
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are made with the optimum solution gained from solving the ILP and other

heuristic approaches as follows.

• ILP-Q: The optimal embedding solution obtained by solving the ILP of

QoS satisfaction aware VNE problem (in subsection IV.B) using IBM695

ILOG CPLEX;

• Two-Stage VNE: The typical two-stage VNE algorithm [59, 71] that im-

plements the embedding of virtual nodes and virtual links separately;

• One-Stage VNE: The simplified VNE-Q algorithm (in subsection V.A)

that implements the embedding of virtual nodes and virtual links jointly700

without the consideration of QoS satisfaction, that is, QSk = 1,∀k;

• VNE-Q: The QoS satisfaction aware VNE algorithm;

• VNE-PR: The VNE-Q algorithm with SN bandwidth reallocation mecha-

nism;

• VNE-PVR: The VNE-Q algorithm with SN bandwidth reallocation and705

VN reconfiguration mechanisms;

Common parameter settings related with substrate and virtual networks are

shown as Table 4, and the simulations are implemented based on the settings

of α = 5, β = 1, γ = 2, ρV = 1 and ρE = 1.

Table 4: Parameter settings

Parameter Value

Substrate Network

Number of OLTs 1

Number of wireless gateways to each ONU 2

Number of radios on each wireless router [2,3]

CPU capacity of OLT [500,1000]

CPU capacity of ONU and wireless router [50,100]

Bandwidth capacity of optical fiber 1000 Mbps

Bandwidth capacity of cable 54 Mbps

Bandwidth capacity of wireless link 54 Mbps

Continued on next page
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Parameter Value

Transmission span of wireless radio 100 m

Interference span of wireless radio 100 m

Number of candidate channels in WMN 11 for IEEE 802.11a

Virtual Network

Possibility of virtual link existing between

any two virtual nodes

0.5

Duration Average 20 in expo-

nential distribution

CPU demand of virtual node [10,20]

Bandwidth demand of virtual link [2,10] Mbps

Embedding path length constraint [5,10] hops

710

6.2. Performance Analysis for Static VNs

Firstly, 20 static VNs are generated as service requests for a small-scale SN

where 2 ONUs and 17 wireless routers (gateways) are randomly deployed in a

200m× 200m square area.

Randomly generating 2 to 6 virtual nodes for each VN, Fig. 8 shows the InP715

profit under different QoS satisfaction requirements and Fig. 9 is the correspond-

ing VN acceptance ratio. It is obvious that, with the increase of average QoS

satisfaction requirement, both InP profit and VN acceptance ratio of ILP-Q,

VNE-Q and VNE-R witness the decreasing trend since higher QoS satisfac-

tion requirement prevents InP from embedding more VNs due to the increased720

volume of resource that InP has to provide for each VN. In comparison, both

Two-Stage VNE and One-Stage VNE algorithms maintain a steady performance

because they completely ignore the QoS satisfaction.

In addition, the InP profit and VN acceptance ratio of ILP-Q are the highest

because solving ILP enables to achieve global optimal solutions. While the725

proposed VNE-R, where µ = 0 is considered, produces the near-optimal solution

that is remarkably better than that of Two-Stage VNE, One-Stage VNE and

VNE-Q, which can be explained as follows. First, One-Stage VNE achieves the

embedding of virtual nodes and links in the manner of joint optimization which

outperforms the Two-Stage VNE. Besides, VNE-Q allows the QoS satisfaction730
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decline by introducing penalty, resulting in more accepted VNs as well as higher

InP profit. Furthermore, the network reconfiguration mechanisms in VNE-R

promote the adjusting of resource configuration on the basis of VNE-Q from

both virtual and physical networks perspectives. Thus, there is the highest InP

profits in VNE-R.735

With the QoS satisfaction requirement ranging from 0.5 to 1, Figs. 10 and

11 demonstrate the comparisons of InP profit and VN acceptance ratio under

different VN sizes (i.e., number of virtual nodes in each VN), respectively. In

Fig. 11, the VN acceptance ratio decreases gradually with the increase of average

VN size due to the difficulty of large-scale VN embedding. However, the InP740
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Figure 10: Comparison of InP profit under different VN sizes.
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Figure 11: Comparison of VN acceptance ratio under different VN sizes.

profits of ILP-Q, VNE-R and VNE-Q in Fig. 10 first grow up and then decline.

The peak profits of these three algorithms occur when the VN size reaches to

5, 6 and 5 respectively. That is because larger VN size contributes to higher

InP profit even though the VN acceptance ratio declines. However, when the

VN size gets large enough, it is difficult for InP to accept more VNs such that745

the InP profit drops. Obviously, VNE-R can achieve higher InP profit and

VN acceptance ratio than VNE-Q, One-Stage VNE and Two-Stage VNE and

performs nearest to ILP-Q.
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6.3. Performance Analysis for Dynamic VNs

In dynamic VNs scenario where VN requests arrive according to Poisson750

distribution, we deploy 4 ONUs and a mesh-like 7×7 wireless routers (gateways)

array in a 500m × 500m square area. The QoS satisfaction requirement varies

from 0.5 to 1.
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Figure 12: InP profit under different µ.

In terms of the evaluation in the effectiveness of channel reallocation thresh-

old in VNE-R, the influence of channel reallocation coefficient µ on InP profit755

is analyzed as shown in Fig. 12. The InP profit decreases with the increase of

µ for the reason that higher TCNR prevents VNs from being re-embedded by

substrate network channel reallocation. Moreover, when µ goes higher than 30,

the InP profit of VNE-R converges to the same value as µ =∞, implying that

there is not any VN that can trigger the channel reallocation. In Fig. 13 the760

performance of VNE-R with µ = 10 and µ = 0 are evaluated and compared with

VNE-PVR, VNE-PR, VNE-Q, One-Stage VNE and Two-Stage VNE. Note that

the performance of VNE-R when µ =∞ is identical to that of VNE-PVR. It is

significant that with the elapse of simulation time, the InP profit increases due

to more VNs accepted. In addition, the InP profit of VNE-R with µ = 0 is the765

highest owing to the always implemented channel reallocation, which outper-

forms the VNE-R with µ = 10 and other five approaches. Besides, in VNE-PR

and VNE-PVR, the operations of substrate network bandwidth reallocation and
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virtual network reconfiguration contribute to a higher InP profit compared with

One-Stage VNE and Two-Stage VNE approaches.770
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Figure 13: Comparison of InP profit along with time.
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Figure 14: Comparison of InP profit under different VN sizes for dynamic VNs.

On the basis of setting µ = 0 and VN arrival rate with 2 VNs in each

time unit, Figs. 14 and 15 show the InP profit and VN acceptance ratio under

different VN sizes where both InP profit and VN acceptance ratio decline as

the average VN size increases. And obviously the performance of VNE-R is the

best of all regardless VN size.775

In addition, randomly generating 2∼6 virtual nodes for each VN, Figs. 16

and 17 indicate the InP profit and VN acceptance ratio under different VN

arrival rates. While the VN acceptance ratio drop with the increase of VN
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Figure 15: Comparison of VN acceptance ratio under different VN sizes for dynamic VNs.

arrival rate, the InP profit experience an upward trend because even though the

limited resource in InP make it hard to accept too much VNs arrived within780

one time window, the total number of accepted VN requests remains increasing

when the average VN arrival rate is higher, resulting in an ascending InP profit.

Moreover, in aspect of the effectiveness of network reconfiguration, it can be

observed in Fig. 14 that VNE-R gains a significant 54.26% ∼ 18.63% higher

InP profit than that of VNE-Q and achieves 123.84% ∼ 45.77% higher InP785

profit compared with Two-Stage VNE algorithm when the average VN arrival

rate varies from 0.5 to 6.
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Figure 16: Comparison of InP profit under different VN arrival rates.
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Figure 17: Comparison of VN acceptance ratio under different VN arrival rates.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on the problem of VNE in FiWi access network

for the service providing with tolerable QoS satisfaction. First, two resource790

allocation algorithms, i.e., WCAB and DBAF, were proposed to facilitate the

VNE and network reconfiguration. Then, aiming at maximizing InP profit, the

ILP model for the problem of VNE with QoS satisfaction requirement was for-

mulated, according to which, the QoS satisfaction aware VNE algorithm as well

as the network reconfiguration mechanisms were further proposed to support795

online VN requests. Moreover, a primer of mobility management in network

virtualization was investigated with proposed solutions for FiWi. Finally, we

conducted extensive simulation tests and the results showed that the proposed

VNE algorithms could achieve a significant higher InP profit than the typical

two-stage VNE algorithm in a wide range of average VN arrival rates.800
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